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Abstract—Influenced by the great success of deep learning via cloud computing and the rapid development of edge chips, research in
artificial intelligence (AI) has shifted to both of the computing paradigms, i.e., cloud computing and edge computing. In recent years, we
have witnessed significant progress in developing more advanced AI models on cloud servers that surpass traditional deep learning
models owing to model innovations (e.g., Transformers, Pretrained families), explosion of training data and soaring computing
capabilities. However, edge computing, especially edge and cloud collaborative computing, are still in its infancy to announce their
success due to the resource-constrained IoT scenarios with very limited algorithms deployed. In this survey, we conduct a systematic
review for both cloud and edge AI. Specifically, we are the first to set up the collaborative learning mechanism for cloud and edge
modeling with a thorough review of the architectures that enable such mechanism. We also discuss potentials and practical
experiences of some on-going advanced edge AI topics including pretraining models, graph neural networks and reinforcement
learning. Finally, we discuss the promising directions and challenges in this field.

Index Terms—Cloud AI, Edge AI, Edge-Cloud Collaboration, Hardware.

F

1 INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing concerns the provisioning of adequate
resources to construct a cost-efficient computing paradigm
for numerous applications [1] while edge computing can
offer low-latency services. For cloud computing, it has flour-
ished for a long period in the past decades and achieved a
great success in the market, e.g., Amazon EC2, Google Cloud
and Microsoft Azure. According to the recent analysis [2],
the global cloud computing market size was valued at USD
274.79 billion in 2020 and is expected to grow at a compound
annual growth rate of 19.1% from 2021 to 2028. Concomi-
tantly, Artificial Intelligence (AI), especially the compute-
intensive Deep Learning [3], has enjoyed the tremendous
development with the explosion of cloud computing. Nev-
ertheless, the rapid increase of Internet of Things (IoT) [4]
raises an inevitable issue of the data transfer from the edges
to the data centers in an unprecedented volume. Specifically,
about 850 ZB data is generated by IoT at the network
edge by 2021, but the traffic from worldwide data centers
only reaches 20.6 ZB [5]. This drives the emergence of the
decentralized computing paradigm, edge computing, which
turns out to be an efficient and well-recognised solution
to reduce the transmission delay. Similarly in algorithmic
application layer of edge computing, there is an urgent need
to push the AI frontiers to the edges so as to fully unleash
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the potential of the modeling benefits [6].
The existing two computing paradigms, cloud comput-

ing and edge computing, polarize the algorithms of AI
into different directions to fit their physical characteristics.
For the former, the corresponding algorithms mainly focus
on the model performance in generalization [7], robust-
ness [8], fairness [9] and generation [10], [11] etc., spanning
from computer vision (CV), natural language process (NLP)
to other industrial applications. To achieve better perfor-
mances, a large amount of research from the perspectives
of the data, the model, the loss and the optimizer is devoted
to exploring the limit under the assumption of sufficient
computing power and storage. For example, the impres-
sive Generative Pre-trained Transformer 3 (GPT-3) [12] that
has 175 billion parameters and is trained on the hundred-
billion scale of data, can produce human-like texts. The
AlphaFold [13] with the elaborate network design for the
amino acid sequence is trained with a hundred of GPUs
and makes the astounding breakthrough in highly accurate
protein structure prediction. Nowadays, cloud computing is
continuously advancing AI widespread to various scientific
disciplines and impact our daily lives.

However, in terms of edge computing, it is still in its
infancy to announce the success due to the constrained IoT
resources. There are several critical limitations to design AI
algorithms that run on IoT devices while maintaining the
model accuracies. The most critical factor is the processing
speed for the applicability of any edge application [14]. We
usually use throughput and latency for the measurement,
which respectively count the processing rate and character-
ize the time interval between a single input and its response.
Second, memory like RAM and cache is the critical resource
for building AI edge applications. Machine learning algo-
rithms often take a significant portion of memory during
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Fig. 1: Layout of the Survey.

model building with the storage of model parameters and
other auxiliary variables. Except the storage, querying the
model parameters for processing and inference is both time-
consuming and energy-intensive [15], yielding power con-
sumption and thermal performance both are bottlenecks.

Given the above constraints, edge computing polarizes
AI to a new research era, namely edge intelligence or edge AI1

[16]–[18]. Contrary to entirely relying on the cloud, edge AI
makes use of the edge resources to gain further AI insights.
For example, one direction is to make the model lightweight.
One representative work is MobileNet [19], which reduces
the number of parameters from 29.3 million to 4.2 million
and the number of computations by a factor of 8 while
only losing 1% accuracy. Furthermore, EfficientNet [20] is
proposed to systematically scale up CNN models in terms
of network depth, width and input image resolution. It
achieved the state-of-the-art performance via 8 times lesser
memory but 6 times faster inference. Major enterprises, such
as Google, Microsoft, Intel, IBM, Alibaba and Huawei, have
put forth pilot projects to demonstrate the effectiveness of
edge AI. These applications cover a wide spectrum of AI
tasks, e.g., live video analytics [21], cognitive assistance for
agriculture [22], smart home [23] and the industrial IoT [17].

Despite distinct characteristics of cloud computing and
edge computing, a complete real-world system usually
involves their collaboration from the physical aspects to
the algorithmic aspects. We term this cooperation as Edge-
Cloud collaboration, and actually some early explorations
have been made in both academia and industry, e.g., fed-
erated Learning (FL) [24]. Recently, a successful industrial

1. Edge computing originally refers to the computing in edge infras-
tructures like rounters. We here extend it to a broader range including
smart phones etc. Edge AI therein we talk also includes on-device AI.

practice is the Taobao EdgeRec System [25]. In EdgeRec, the
memory-consuming embedding matrices are deployed on
the cloud and the lightweight component executes the real-
time inference on the edge. Similarly in [26], a CloudCNN
provides the soft supervision to each local EdgeCNN for the
edge training and simultaneously, the EdgeCNN performs
the real-time inference interacting with the input.

However, the huge diversity in different algorithmic
areas prevents a systematic review from the complete edge-
cloud scope. For example, the transformer [27], [28] con-
quers various benchmark completions in CV and NLP, but
we did not witness its much progress on edge. Edge com-
puting [6] has the quite promising IoT applications in the
future intelligent life, but without the auxiliary from cloud
computing, the powerful large models will be extravagant
to most of us. Although FL [29] is elegant to protect the user
privacy, given the heterogeneity and hardware constraints,
we still have to explore some new solutions to remedy
the performance degradation. All these concerns might be
trapped in the local area and some works in the cross-field
might enlighten us to find a better way. Motivated by this
intuition, we conduct a comprehensive and concrete survey
about the edge-cloud polarization and collaboration. Specif-
ically, we are the first to set up the collaborative learning
mechanism for cloud and edge modeling. To summarize, we
organize the survey of this paper as follows and in Fig. 1:

• Section 2 gives an overview of cloud AI;
• Section 3 discusses edge AI;
• Section 4 reviews the architectures that enable the collab-

oration between cloud and edge AI;
• Section 5 discusses some on-going advanced topics, in-

cluding pretraining models (PTM), graph neural networks
(GNN) and reinforcement learning (RL) models that are
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acronym description

IoT Internet of Things
CV Computer Vision

NLP Natural Language Processing
CNN Convolutional Neural Network
RNN Recurrent Neural Network
DNN Deep Neural Network
GNN Graph Neural Networks

RL Reinforcement Learning
PTM Pretraining Modeling
FL Federated Learning

FRL Federated Reinforcement Learning
KD Knowledge Distillation
QA Question Answering

NAS Neural Architecture Search
PQ Product Quantization

TABLE 1: Description of popular acronyms in our survey.

deployed on edge;
• Section 6 reviews the hardware development;
• We conclude the paper in Section 7 with some possible

future directions and challenges.

2 CLOUD AI
AI has achieved the tremendous development in the recent
years, even outperformed the human performance in a
range of open-source competition benchmarks [30], [31].
One main reason behind this success is the benefit from
the cloud computing, i.e., the large-scale distributed cluster,
which greatly accelerate the training of AI models. We term
them as cloud AI. Considering the real-world AI applications
depend on the information carriers such as image and text,
we review some computing hardwares and cloud models in
the areas of CV, NLP and web services as exemplars.

2.1 AI Computing Hardware in Cloud Computing
There are many factors on hardware and software as well
as the customer-friendly resource management technology
(e.g., the virtualization technology [32]–[34]) to thrive on the
great success of cloud computing. We kindly refer readers
to [1] for a complete analysis. In this part, we specially recap
some computing hardware from the mainstream companies,
which plays the crucial roles in the AI flourish.

2.1.1 CPU
The high performance of Central Processing Unit (CPU) is
important to accelerate the computing-intensive AI tasks.
In the last decade, there are many excellent breakthroughs
in the processor design. As one exemplar in Intel, the Core
i9-7920X CPU is the fastest processor for the general compu-
tation in the Core X-series processors. The competitor AMD
released the Ryzen-series of products like Ryzen 5 2600 and
Ryzen 9 3900X, both for desktops and IoTs based on the Zen
micro-architecture. Recently, the AMD Ryzen Threadripper
3990X that has the best performance is the flagship of Ryzen
series especially designed for the edge machine learning.
We enumerate their release time of above CPU processors
in Fig. 2 according to the time-varying website ranking2 of
Intel and AMD, but without any business purposes. Note

2. https://benchmarks.ul.com/compare/best-cpus

that, the general CPU server is slow for the large-scale train-
ing of DNNs, and thus some specific speedup technologies
from the task scheduling are usually deployed [35] or mixed
with the following modules [36], [37].

2.1.2 GPU
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) was originally designed
to create images for computer graphics and video games.
In early 2010, researchers found that GPUs can be used to
accelerate calculations of DNNs, based on which AlexNet
achieved a great success in the ImageNet challenge [38]. The
GPU behind AlexNet is Nvidia GeForce GTX 580, which
is a high-end graphics card launched by NVIDIA in 2010.
Subsequently, NVIDIA released the Tesla K80 and Tesla
P100 that further improved the computation performance.
Recently, Tesla V100 as well as Tesla A100 again catches
the eyes due to the impressive PTM [39]–[41] in language
understanding and image generation tasks. We similarly
include the release time of some popular GPUs in Fig. 2
according to the time-varying open ranking3.

2.1.3 TPU and DPU
Tensor Processing Unit (TPU) is a dedicated integrated cir-
cuit developed and used in Google Cloud, which is superior
in the DNN computation. Its first generation is identified by
the high-bandwidth loop [42] and the second generation is
known by faster cost-effective mixed precision training [43].
The third generation provides significant performance ben-
efits over TPUv2 and fits better in the larger-scale net-
work architecture. In Google I/O 2021, Google launches
the latest TPUv4 with nearly two times performance over
TPUv3. Data Processsing Unit (DPU) is a recently proposed
programmable specialized electronic circuit for data-centric
computing, which frees the computing load of CPU or GPU
in the hardware aspect4. It is practically useful for the accel-
eration of AI models in face of the expensive loading and
offloading cost of large-scale neural networks like PTM [12].

2.2 Computer Vision
Among various research areas, CV is a longstanding field,
which asks computers to derive the semantics from digital
images, videos, and other visual inputs. In this part, we
review some classical tasks, i.e.,, Image Recognition, Object
Detection and Image Segmentation.

Image recognition involves analyzing images and iden-
tifying objects, actions, and other elements in order to draw
conclusions. In the 1880s, the predecessor of CNN “neocog-
nitron” was proposed. Then, Lecun et al., [44] proposed the
CNN operator and successfully applied it to handwritten
digital character recognition, with an error rate of less than
1%. In 2012, AlexNet [38] won the ImageNet competition
[45] and incorporated many enticing techniques such as
ReLU nonlinearity, dropout, and data augmentation. Fol-
lowing AlexNet, deeper structures like VGG-16 [46] and
GoogleNet [47] were explored. To better handle gradient
vanishing issue, ResNet [48] used a skip-connection scheme

3. https://analyticsindiamag.com/top-10-gpus-for-deep-learning-
in-2021/

4. https://blogs.nvidia.com/blog/2020/05/20/whats-a-dpu-data-
processing-unit/
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Fig. 2: Some exemplar computing hardwares widely used by the algorithmic development of AI models in cloud computing
and edge computing, collected according to the open websites as shown in the paragraphs without any business purposes.

to form a residual learning framework. As such, it scales
convolutional layers up to 152 and becomes the winner of
multiple vision tasks in ILSVRC 2015 and MS COCO 2015.

Object detection identifies and locates objects in an im-
age/scene. In recent years, one-stage and two-stage object
detectors [49]–[52] have achieved noticeable improvements.
However, these methods rely on deep convolution opera-
tions to learn intensive features, resulting in a sharp increase
in the cost of computing resources and an apparent decrease
in detection speed [53]. Therefore, how to address these
problems and enable real-time detection becomes an impor-
tant line of research in object detection. Recently, pruning
techniques and knowledge distillation are effective tools to
build a lightweight object detector [54], [55].

Image segmentation [56] is another fascinating technique
that separates an image into several recognizable segments.
Apparently, image segmentation requires tremendous hu-
man effort in labeling pixels. Recently, IIC [57] uses the
mutual information-based clustering to output a semantic
segmentation probability map in image pixels. AC identifies
probabilities of pixels over categories by an autoregres-
sive model and maximizes mutual information across two
different “orderings” [58], [59]. In addition to generic do-
mains, many experts also focus on investigating the domain-
specific image segmentation techniques [60]–[62].

Except above subareas, great success also has been made
in other CV tasks such as super-resolution [63], image
restoration [64], and image generation [65]. For example,
DALL-E [65] trains a 12-billion-parameter autoregressive
transformer for zero-shot text-to-image generation, and
achievse the significant generalization.

2.3 Natural Language Processing
With a long-term development, NLP has been developed
into a broad sub-areas including tagging, named entity
recognition, question answering and machine translations
etc. In the following, we briefly review three recently chal-
lenging sub-areas. For other pos tagging or text categoriza-
tion tasks, we kindly refer to these literatures [66], [67].

Machine translation (MT) [68] has achieved great success
in movie caption translation, sport games and international
political conference, which saves the human labor and do-
main knowledge in translation. Past works can be roughly
divided into rule-based [69], statistical-based [70] and neural
machine translations [71]. The early attempt in neural MT is
recurrent continuous translation model [72], which lever-
ages an autoregressive mechanism to automatically capture
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tom nodes of some subareas in CV, NLP and Web Services.

word ordering, syntax, and meaning of the source sentence
explicitly. Sutskever et al., [73] improves it via an encoding-
decoding approach of the bidirectional LSTM to learn the
long-term dependencies. The following variants mainly tar-
get to design the more efficient attention modules. Recently,
the BERT-based neural architecture achieves the new state-
of-the-art on a range of MT benchmarks by enlarging the
capacity with the large-scale corpora [74].

Question Answering (QA) [75] as a classical technique is
commonly depolyed in some well-known engines like Mi-
crosoft Windows and Apple Siri. The industrial QA usually
consists of multiple stages e.g., query recognition and expan-
sion, answer selection and fine-grained ranking spanning
from text, image and videos [76]. The mainstream research
falls into modeling the QA pairs and the negative sampling,
exploring the implicit matching between multiple objects
and the answer [77]. Dialogue system can be considered
as a more complex QA, which generates the answer in the
multiple rounds [78]. Compared to the single retrieval, the
interactive sentence generation is more critical.

Text generation is an emerging direction along with the
development of the large-scale PTMs such as GPT series
in the recent years [39], [79]. Several generation tasks like
poetry generation and story generation have shown impres-
sive performances. In order to make the generation more
human-like, the GAN-style [80] and VAEs-style [81] have
been respectively explored in PTMs to leverage their po-
tential merits. Except totally structure-free generation, some
knowledge-enhanced text generation that considers the text
hint, constraint-aware and graph-based knowledge have
been investigated [82], [83]. Besides, some cross-domain text
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generation like Visual QA and reading comprehension are
also explored to understand the multi-modalities [39], [40].

2.4 Web Services
Recommendation, Search and E-advertisement has been the
successful business paradigms in web services [84]. The
corresponding Cloud AI models as the core components of
these paradigms are widely explored in many enterprises
including Google, Amazon and Microsoft [85].

2.4.1 Search
Web search [86] retrieves the object of interest from a huge
number of candidates according to the human query. The
keyword search has been investigated almost along with the
emergence of world wide web [87]. More challenges raise
when query is the image or the video. In the image search,
the model should extract any possible instances from the
image to match the candidates and thus many works focus
on enhancing the feature extraction ability [88]. Considering
the domain bias and noise, some approaches proposed to
pretrain the model on the in-domain clean subset and then
finetune on the open-domain dataset [89]. Due to the latency
constraint for the multimedia data, the hash techniques are
usually explored to accelerate the retrieval [90].

2.4.2 Recommendation
Recommender systems have been widely studied in the
last decade and become an indispensable infrastructure of
web services [91]. The related recommendation methods are
progressively improved with the development of collabora-
tive filtering, deep learning and sequential modeling. The
early stage mainly focuses on the user-based collaborative
filtering [92], the item-based collaborative filtering [93] and
matrix factorization [94]. As deep learning achieved a great
success, several variants of collaborative filtering combined
with DNNs were proposed [95]–[100]. They leverage DNNs
to activate high-level semantics for more accurate recom-
mendation. Sequential modeling as another perspective to
model the user interests has been successfully applied to
recommender systems [101]. With the architecture evolving,
several methods based on GRU [102], Attention [103]–[108]
have achieved remarkable performances.

2.4.3 Advertisement
Advertisement we review here refers to the computational
advertising developed for web services [109]. It is an in-
tersection of multiple disciplines like Advertising, Mar-
keting and Computer Science. Computational Advertising
builds on the deep understanding of the web data and
user preference, and at the same time taking the cost and
the revenue into account. A range of works study the
recommendation system for advertising [110], guaranteed
target display advertising [111] in a dynamic way or real-
time bidding [112] by analyzing the contextual data. Except
the cost-effective impression, most algorithms target to find
the best strategic planing among the complex markets with
the uncertain revenue, or explore the optimal advertising
path by inferring the causal relations with the incentive
bonus [113]. With the development of AI, models combined
with advertising have drawn more attention. It constructs

an automatic optimization for the complex marketing envi-
ronment while still maintaining the advertisement efficiency
compared to the traditional advertisement [114].

3 EDGE AI
On the mobile platform, the breakthrough of AI has spawn
a wealth of intelligent applications, such as virtual assistants
[115] and personalized recommendation [116]. The tradi-
tional cloud-based paradigm requires the data uploading,
which may violate the user privacy and heavily depend on
the network conditions [117]. The way to alleviate the above
problems is edge inference, where we can place models
partially or fully on mobile devices and make predictions
locally. However, edge inference is highly nontrivial as the
computing, storage and energy resources of mobile devices
are limited, and many research efforts have been devoted.
In this section, we review some representative hardware and
important techniques to ease models on the edges.

3.1 AI Computing Hardware in Edge Computing

The demand for edge AI grows rapidly due to the issues
of bandwidth, privacy or compute-transmission balance.
Many hardwares have been developed to meet the require-
ments of numerous edge AI applications including the light-
weighted servers such as Raspberry Pi and Nvidia TX 2,
and some function-oriented hardwares. Due to the space
limitation, we simply enumerate some representative types
of the function-oriented hardwares in the following and
more general servers for edge computing can refer to [118].

3.1.1 VPU
Vision processing unit (VPU) is an emerging class of micro-
processor used in edge AI. It allows the efficient execution
of edge vision workloads and achieves a balance between
power supply efficiency and computing performance. One
of the most popular examples is the Intel Neural Compute
Stick, which is based on the Intel Movidius Myriad X VPU.
This plug-in and play device can be easily attached to edges
running Linux, Windows, Raspbian, including Raspberry Pi
and Intel NUC etc. In terms of machine learning framework
it supports TensorFlow, Caffe, MXNet and PyTorch etc.

3.1.2 Edge TPU
Google has built Edge Tensor Processing Unit (Edge TPU)5

to accelerate the ML inference on edges. It is capable of
running the classical compressed CNNs such as MobileNets,
MobileNets SSD and Inception as well as TensorFlow Lite
models, and has been applied into the real-world detection
and segmentation. Currently, it is limited to open for public.

3.1.3 Mobile GPU
Enterprises like Nvidia and Qualcomm explore to integrate
the GPU to accelerate the computation on edges. The rep-
resentative is NVIDIA Jetson Nano6, which includes an
integrated 128-core Maxwell GPU, quad-core ARM A57 64-
bit CPU, 4GB LPDDR4 memory, along with support for

5. https://cloud.google.com/edge-tpu
6. https://developer.nvidia.com/embedded/jetson-nano
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MIPI CSI-2 and PCIe Gen2 high-speed I/O. Apple also
developed the processor A12 Bionic for iPhone and iPad,
which is a 64-bit ARM-based system on a Apple chip.
It includes a dedicated neural network hardware, which
Apple calls the “next generation neural engine”. Similarly,
HiSilicon released Kirin 990 5G, a 64-bit high-performance
mobile ARM 5G SoC. More recently, Qualcomm announced
the Snapdragon 888 on 2020, which combines the computing
capabilities of the new Hexagon 780 and GPU, providing the
impressive 26 TOPS computing power.

3.1.4 NPU
Neural Processing Unit (NPU) is to find an efficient config-
uration to control a large number of resources [119], [120].
Typically, DNNs require a large amount of data for training
and ask for large memory. To resolve the need for off-
/on-chip memory bandwidth, NPUs usually rely on data
reuse and unnecessary computations skipping. For example,
ARM Ethos N-777 delivers up to 4 TOPS of performance,
scaling to 100s of TOPS in multicore deployments. It sup-
ports machine learning frameworks like TensorFlow, Ten-
sorFlow Lite, Caffe2, PyTorch, MXNet, and ONNX. Tensor-
flow and Pytorch also have generic support for deploying
models on Android NPU via Google NNAPI.

3.2 Efficient Network Architecture
3.2.1 Manual Design
There are a lot of works exploring the lightweight network
architectures. One representative is SqueezeNet [121], which
leverages the iteration of a squeeze layer and a expansion
layer for the parameter compression. MobileNet [19] decom-
poses the conventional convolution into the composition of
a depth-wise convolution and a point-wise convolution. The
intuition behind MobileNet is that the low rank merit of
the convolution kernel makes the decomposition approxi-
mately equivalent, and thus computation can be accelerated
by a two-stage convolution. Similarly, MobileNet-v2 [122]
shows that the high dimensional features can actually be
expressed through compacting low-dimensional features.
Then, they proposes a new layer “inverted residual with
linear bottleneck” to reduce the parameters. ShuffleNet [123]
shows the point-wise convolution in MobileNet is expensive
when the input dimension is high. It leverages the group
convolution together with the channel shuffle to reduce the
computational cost and the parameter space.

7. https://www.arm.com/products/silicon-ip-cpu/ethos/ethos-n77

3.2.2 Neural Architecture Search
Compared to the manual design, neural architecture search
(NAS) enables us to automatically explore the efficient net-
work architectures. The classical NAS [124] utilizes RNN as
the controller to generate a sub-network, and then perform
the training and evaluation, and finally updates the param-
eters of the controller. There are two major challenges in
NAS [124]–[126]. The first comes from the non-differential
objective [127]–[129]. Specifically, the performance of the
sub-network is non-differential, which makes it infeasible
to optimize the controller directly. Fortunately, the strategic
gradient methods in RL can be a surrogate to update the
controller parameters. Another challenge relates to the com-
putationally expensive pipeline where we have to train each
sub-network updated by the controller from scratch [130]–
[132]. Towards this end, efficient neural architecture search
introduces the weight sharing technique and greatly reduces
the search time [133]. Recently, there is a rapidly grow-
ing trend in this direction, which can be divided in the
perspectives of search space [131], search policy sampling
network [134] and the performance-aware selection [132].

3.3 Compression

3.3.1 Knowledge Distillation
KD [135] is widely used to transfer the knowledge from
complex models or model ensembles to the lightweight
models. According to the distillation manner, KD can be
divided into response-based KD [135]–[138], feature-based
KD [139], [140] and relation-based KD [141], [142].
• Response-Based KD. It takes the network output as the

soft target to teach the student model. It is simple but
effective for model compression, and has been widely
used in different tasks and applications.

• Feature-Based KD. DNNs are good at learning multiple
levels of feature representation by abstraction. Therefore,
the output of the intermediate layer, i.e.,, the feature map,
can be used as the knowledge to supervise the training
of the student model. FitNet [139] improved the train-
ing of the student model by matching the feature map
between teachers and students directly. Subsequently, a
range of other methods have been proposed to follow
this paradigm [140], [143]–[148]. For example, Zagoruyko
et al., [140] derived an attention map from the original
feature maps to express knowledge.

• Relation-Based KD. This lines of methods explore the
relationship between different layers or data samples for
distillation. Specifically, to explore the relationships be-
tween different feature maps, a flow of solution process
(FSP) is proposed, which is defined by the gram matrix
between two layers [141]. The FSP matrix summarizes the
relations between pairs of feature maps. It is calculated us-
ing the inner products between features from two layers.
To use the knowledge from multiple teachers, two graphs
are formed by respectively using the logits and features of
each teacher model as the nodes [149], [150].

3.3.2 Parameter Quantization
Quantization has shown a great success in both training and
inference phases of DNN models [151], [152]. Specifically,
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the breakthrough of the half-precision and mixed-precision
training [151], [153]–[159] has enabled an order of mag-
nitude higher throughput in AI accelerators. However, it
has proven very difficult to go below half-precision without
significant tuning, and thus most of the recent research has
focused on Parameter Quantization (PQ) [152]. Currently,
the PQ methods can be divided into Quantization-Aware
Training and Post-Training Quantization.
• Quantization-Aware Training (QAT): In QAT, the for-

ward pass and the backward pass are performed on the
quantized model in floating point, and the model parame-
ters are quantized after each gradient update. Performing
the backward pass with floating point is important, since
accumulating the gradients in quantized precision can
result in the zero gradient or gradients that have high
error, especially in low-precision [160]–[165]. A popular
approach to address this is to approximate the gradient
by the Straight Through Estimator (STE) [166]. However,
the computational cost of QAT is usually very high, since
the retraining of the model may take hundreds of epochs,
especially for the low bit quantization.

• Post-Training Quantization (PTQ): An alternative is Post-
Training Quantization, which performs quantization and
adjustment of the weights without fine-tuning [167]–[175].
The overhead of PTQ is often negligible, making PTQ
appliable in situations where data is limited or unlabeled.
However, this often comes at the cost of the lower accu-
racy compared to QAT, especially for the low-precision
quantization. In PTQ, all the quantization parameters are
determined without any re-training of the DNN model.

3.3.3 Pruning
Pruning is another way to reduce the parameter space by
removing some computation paths in the model. Previous
methods in this direction can be categorized into two main
categories, one-time pruning and runtime pruning [176].
Specifically, for the former, there are three lines. One line
of methods focus on pruning after model training [177]–
[180]. It aims to design the certain criteria like value
magnitudes [179] and second-derivative information [177]
to remove the least salient parameters. Another line of

methods [181]–[185] focus on jointly learning the sparse
structures with model parameters by considering different
downstream hardware features, e.g., OFA [186]. These works
explore the efficient strategies to avoid the expensive prune-
retrain cycles for diverse constraints. The third line aims to
prune networks in initialization, which saves the training
resources [187]–[189]. The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis [190]
demonstrates that the dense network contain sub-networks,
that can reach a comparable accuracy with the full network.

Runtime pruning focus on the dynamic path selection to
enable the real-time inference with the limited computation
budgets. For example, Huang et al., [191] implements the
early-exit mechanism by injecting a cascade of intermediate
classifiers throughout the deep CNNs. The layers are evalu-
ated one-by-one with the forward process and the early-stop
will execute once the CPU time is depleted, namely the latter
layers are pruned. Yu et al., [192] introduces a slimmable
neural network, which adjusts its width on the fly based on
the resource constraints. In contrast to the depth pruning,
reducing width helps reduce the memory footprint in infer-
ence. Besides, some others re-consider the input-dependent
assumption, since treating all inputs equally may cause
unnecessary resource consumption [191], [193]–[197]. For
inputs that are easy to distinguish, a simpler model might
be sufficient. The pioneering works use handcrafted control
decisions [191], [193]. For instance, Huang et al., [191] termi-
nates the inference once the intermediate classifiers output
the confidence score exceeding a pre-determined threshold.
The subsequent improvements propose to learn a network
selection system, which adaptively prunes the full network
for each input example. For example, Bolukbasi et al., [194]
propose an adaptive early-exit strategy by introducing extra
classifiers to determine whether the current example should
proceed to the next layer. Some others [195]–[197] utilize RL
to learn the dynamic pruning decisions, which has a higher
structure variability compared to the early-exit mechanism.

4 EDGE-CLOUD COLLABORATIVE AI
Edge-cloud collaborative modeling has received significant
interest across separate research communities due to the
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recent privacy concerns, the latency requirements or the
personalization [6]. For example, for the patient data, it is
private and sensitive to open for the training and serving
of AI models. This motivates the development of federated
learning, which distributes the training to the local server
for the purpose of privacy and aggregates the final model in
the cloud server. From this perspective, federated learning
is a classical edge-cloud “collaboration” that makes AI more
practical. Actually, there are some similar exemplars about
the different forms of collaboration and to sum all, we can
categorize them into two sets: privacy-primary collaboration
and efficiency-primary collaboration (cf. Figure 5).

4.1 Privacy-Primary Collaboration: Federated Learning

As aforementioned above, the collaboration of FL is privacy-
primary in the sense that raw data of each client is stored
locally and will not be exchanged or transferred [29]. Typi-
cally, FL can be roughly divided into two lines of works, i.e.,
cross-device and cross-silo, respectively. In cross-device FL,
there are substantial devices like phones, laptops, or IoT. In
cross-silo FL, differently, there are organizations where data
silos naturally exist. Another categorization given by [198]
divides FL into horizontal FL, vertical FL and federated
transfer learning, according to how data of different partici-
pants overlaps. In modern FL frameworks, there are several
challenges that hinder effective edge-cloud collaboration. In
this paper, we focus on three major challenges, i.e., data
heterogeneity, communication efficiency and attacks on FL.

4.1.1 Statistical Heterogeneity
The real-world data samples are not usually independent
and identically distributed over numerous devices [199],
resulting in heterogeneous edge models and gradients. Typ-
ically, there are five sources of data heterogeneity: 1) Fea-
ture skew: The marginal distribution of features may differ
between edges. 2) Label skew: The marginal distribution
of labels may differ between edges. 3) Same label, different
features: The conditional distribution of features given labels
may differ between edges. 4) Same features, different labels:
The conditional distribution of labels given features may
differ between edges. For example, the symbol X represents
correct in many countries and incorrect in some others
(e.g., Japan); and 5) Quantity skew: Clients can store dras-
tically varying volumes of data. Unfortunately, real-world
FL datasets present a mix of these phenomenons, and it
is an urgent need to drive measures to alleviate statistical
heterogeneity for edge-cloud collaboration. In this nascent
research area, FL personalization addresses this issue by
introducing a two-stage collaboration framework. The first
stage is to collaboratively build a global model, followed by
a customization stage for each customer with the client’s
private data [200]. Recently, several methods have been
proposed to achieve personalization, enhanced by transfer
learning, meta training, and KD techniques. A learning-
theoretic framework with generalization guarantees is pre-
sented by [201]. Wang et al. [202] construct different per-
sonalization strategies, including the model graph, and the
training hyperparameters for different edges. Jiang et al.
[203] build connections between FL and meta-learning, and
interpret FedAvg as a popular algorithm, Reptile [204]. Shen

et al. [205] presents an FL method based on KD and transfer
learning that allows clients to train their own model inde-
pendently with the local private data. Instead of training one
global model, Masour et al. [201] consider device clustering
and learn one model per cluster.

4.1.2 Communication Efficiency

Communication cost is an important factor when deploying
FL to the real-world scenarios given the limited communi-
cation budget. Many algorithms [206]–[208] have explored
to improve the communication efficiency by accelerating
the convergence rate of the training model or introducing
a hierarchical counterpart of federated learning. Specially,
the latter perspective is scalably in many practical cases by
introducing the intermediate servers to perform the partial
aggregation. The subsequent improvement regarding the
dynamic resource allocation and the task management to
save the transmission cost in this hierarchy are also ex-
plored [209], [210]. In the future, with the development of
the unmanned aerial vehicles, it is possible to achieve the
near-instant super-connectivity for federated learning in a
more communication-efficient manner [211], [212].

4.1.3 Attacks on FL

Current FL protocol designs are usually vulnerable to at-
tackers inside and outside of the system, yielding the pri-
vacy and the robustness at risk. There are two serious threats
to FL privacy and robustness [219]: 1) poisoning attacks
against robustness; and 2) inference attacks against privacy.

The impact of poisoning attacks on the FL model is deter-
mined by the extent to which the backdoor players partici-
pate in the assaults, as well as the amount of training data
poisoned. Model poisoning attacks seek to prevent global
model learning [220] or hide a backdoor trigger into the
global model [221]. These attacks contaminate the changes
of local models before these changes are uploaded to the
server. The Byzantine attack [220] is a form of untargeted
model poisoning attack that uploads arbitrary and harmful
model changes to the server that fools the global model.

Though FL protects data privacy by shielding off local
data from being directly accessed, FL still suffers from pri-
vacy risks due to inference attacks. For example, Deep Leak-
age from Gradient [222] presents an optimization approach
that can retrieve the raw images and texts critical for model
improvement. Existing studies in privacy-preserving FL are
often built on traditional privacy-preserving approaches,
including: (1) homomorphic encryption [223]; (2) Secure Mul-
tiparty Computation, [224]; and (3) differential privacy [225].
To protect against an honest-but-curious opponent, Hardy
et al. [226] used FL on data encrypted by the homomor-
phic technique. Yao et al. [227] introduces a collaborative
computation on their inputs without disclosing them to
one another. Given the resource limits of mobile devices,
it is expected that privacy-protection solutions must be
computationally inexpensive, communication-efficient and
resistant to failure. Truex et al. [228] present a FL system
under the protection of the local differential privacy frame-
work, while minimizing the overwhelming impact of noise.
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TABLE 2: Device-Cloud Collaborative Modeling

Collaboration Manner Collaboration Concerns

co-training co-inference privacy storage efficiency communication efficiency personalization

Semantic QA cache [213] X X X
EdgeRec System [25] X X X
Auto-Split [214] X X X
CoEdge [215] X X X
Colla [216] X X X
DCCL [217] X X X
MC2-SF [218] X X X
FedAvg [24] X X X
FML [205] X X X X X
Personalized FedAvg [203] X X X X
HyperCluster [201] X X X X
Federated Evaluation [202] X X X X

4.2 Efficiency-Primary Collaboration
Although FL is a popular framework that considers the data
privacy and governance issue, some real-world applications
may not be sensitive to the privacy but care more about
the factors like communication budget or personalization.
In the recent years, there are some emerging edge-cloud
collaborations in this direction and we term this paradigm
as the efficiency-primary collaboration (cf. Figure 5b-5c).

4.2.1 Split-deployment
The direct collaboration is the partially inference offloading
from cloud to edge or from edge to cloud [229]–[232], which
separates one model into two components, one on the cloud
side and the other placed on the edge side [233], [234]. We
term it as the split-deployment. One successful practice is
from the Taobao EdgeRec System [25], where the memory-
consuming embedding matrices encoding the attributes are
deployed on the cloud side and the lightweight component
executes the remaining inference on the edge side. Amin et
al., [214] introduced an Auto-Split solution to automatically
split DNNs models into two parts respectively for the edge
and for the cloud. The coded edge computing based on the
auction mechanism [235], [236] is also a promising method
to achieve the efficient resource allocation considering the
edge capacities. To optimize the latency, [237] [238] leverage
lossy data compression techniques to reduce the transmis-
sion data size. Some scenarios involve in the unmanned
aerial vehicles as the assisted edge-cloud computing, which
requires a more complete joint learning paradigm for the
task allocation and management [239].

4.2.2 Edge-Centralized Personalization
Another type of edge-cloud collaboration is to leverage the
decentralized advantage of the edge side in personaliza-
tion by setting up an auxiliary cloud model. For example,
Lu et.al., [216] proposes a collaborative learning method,
COLLA, for the user location prediction, which builds a
personalized model for each device, and allows the cloud
and edges learned collectively. In COLLA, the cloud model
acts as a global aggregator distilling knowledge from mul-
tiple edge models. Ding et.al., [26] introduces a collabo-
rative framework, where a CloudCNN provides the soft
supervision to each local EdgeCNN for the edge training
and simultaneously, the EdgeCNN performs the real-time
inference interacting with the vision input. Yao et.al., [217]

proposes a edge-cloud collaboration framework for recom-
mendation via the backbone-patch decomposition. It greatly
reduces the computational burden of edges and guarantees
the personalization by introducing a MetaPatch mechanism
and re-calibrates the backbone to avoid the local optimum
via MoModistill. Extensive experiments demonstrate its su-
periority on the recommendation benchmark datasets.

4.2.3 Bidirectional Collaboration
One more intensive type of edge-cloud collaboration could
be bidirectional, where we consider the independent model-
ing on each side and they maintain the interactive feedback
to each other during both the training and serving. One
recent exploration is a Slow-Fast Learning mechanism for
Edge-Cloud collaborative recommendation developed on
Alibaba Luoxi Platform [218]. In this method, the slow
component (the cloud model) helps the fast component (the
edge model) make predictions by delivering the auxiliary
latent representations; and conversely, the fast component
transfers the feedbacks from the real-time exposed items
to the slow component, which helps better capture user
interests. The intuition resembles the role of System I and
System II in the human recognition [240], where System
II makes the slow changes but conducts the comprehen-
sive reasoning along with the circumstances, and System
I perceives fast to make the accurate recognition [241].
The interaction between System I and System II allows the
prior/privileged information exchanged in time to collabo-
ratively meet the requirements of the environment. With the
hardware advancement of mobile phones, IoT devices and
edge servers, it will be meaningful to pay attention to such a
bidirectional collaborative mechanism in different levels [6].

4.3 Rethinking Collaboration in Classical Paradigms

Edge-cloud collaborative learning can be formulated as a
two-stage optimization problem, where we train a model on
one side (cloud or edge) and then further optimize it on the
other side (edge or cloud). Considering this, we rethink this
problem from the perspectives of transfer learning, meta-
learning, and causal inference.

4.3.1 Transfer Learning.
In edge-cloud collaborative learning, the data distribution
naturally differs from edge to edge and from edge to
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cloud. Towards this end, heterogeneous transfer learning
[242]–[249] would greatly improve the bidirectional model
adaptation between the edges and the cloud. There are
roughly two lines of heterogeneous transfer learning works
addressing the difference in feature space, i.e., symmetric
transformation, and asymmetric transformation. Symmetric
transformation [243], [248], [250] aims to learn domain-
invariant representations across different domains. [251]
addressed unsupervised transfer learning, which indicates
a mostly labeled source domain with no target domain la-
bels. [247] proposed Cross-Domain Landmark Selection as a
semi-supervised solution. As a counterpart, by asymmetric
transformation mapping [252]–[255], the feature space of the
source domain is aligned with that of the target domain.
A semi-supervised method of adapting heterogeneous do-
mains was proposed, called Semi-Supervised Kernel Match-
ing Domain Adaptation [255]. [256] learns an enhanced
feature space by jointly minimizing the information loss and
maximizing the domain distribution alignment.

4.3.2 Meta-learning.
Meta-learning is another successful knowledge transfer
framework. Different from transfer learning where models
learn from solving the tasks in the source domain, meta-
learning expects that the model learns how to quickly solve
new tasks. Based on meta-learning, on-cloud training (meta-
training) could yield models that can learn quickly in het-
erogeneous edge environments (meta-learning). Recently,
[257] proposed to employ the spiking neural networks and
meta-learning with streaming data, permitting fast edge
adaptation. Based on MAML [258], MELO [259] is another
work that learns to quickly adapt to new mobile edge
computing tasks. Another major challenge in edge-cloud
collaborative learning is the limited computation capacity
of edges. By consolidating both meta-learning and model
compression, existing researches learn light-weight models
that can quickly adapt to the edge environments [260]–[263].
[261] proposes an end-to-end framework to seek layer-wise
compression with meta-learning. [262] learns a meta-teacher
that is generalizable across domains and guides the student
model to solve domain-specific tasks.

4.3.3 Causal Inference.
There is a substantial and rapidly-growing research litera-
ture studying causality [264], [265] for bias reduction and
achieving fairness. Causal theory is essential to edge-cloud
collaborative learning for the following two reasons: 1) on-
cloud training is supposed to yield a generalizable model,
which is free from confounding effects and model bias, w.r.t
the heterogeneous edge data distributions; 2) edge training
should avoid over-fitting plagued by spurious correlations
between the input and the outcome. [266] builds connec-
tions among model compression, causal inference, and out-
of-distribution generalization. With the causal effects as the
basis, they propose to make decisions on model components
pruning for better generalization. More works dive into the
intersection of causality and out-of-domain generalization
[267]–[274]. [270] proposes to reserve semantics that is dis-
criminative in the target domain by embracing disentangled
causal mechanisms and deconfounding. [273] assumes the
relationship between causal features and the class is robust

across domains, and adopts the Markov Blanket [275] for the
causal feature selection. [271] proposes a causal regularizer
to recover the causation between predictors and outcome
variables for stale prediction across unknown distributions.
[272] designs an instrumental variable based methods for
achieving invariant relationship between predictors and
outcome variable for domain generalization.

5 ADVANCED TOPICS

5.1 Edge Pretraining Models
PTM, also known as the foundation models [276], such as
BERT [27] and GPT-3 [277], have become an indispens-
able component of modern AI, due to their versatility
and transferability especially in few-shot or even zero-shot
settings. The scale of the foundation models have been
growing tremendously recently [40], [41], [278]–[280], as
researchers observe that larger models trained on larger
corpora generally leads to superior performance on down-
stream tasks [27], [277]. The large scale, which can range
from millions of to trillions of parameters, however, raises
a critical question as to whether edge intelligence can enjoy
the merits of the increasingly powerful foundation models.
On the other hand, the unique challenges faced by edge
agents, such as the heterogeneity of the deployment envi-
ronments and the need of small sample adaptation, consti-
tute an ideal testbed for demonstrating the versatility and
transferability of the foundation models. We herein discuss
three crucial directions that require exploration before we
can unleash the power of the foundation models on edges.

5.1.1 Model Compression
Compressing a large foundation model into a small one is
necessary due to the storage and/or network bandwidth
constraint of many edge mobiles such as modern mobile
phones. General techniques discussed in previous sections,
such as model quantization and weight pruning, can be
readily adopted, while there are also techniques specifi-
cally tailored for the Transformer architecture commonly
adopted by the foundation models. For instance, param-
eter sharing across layers has been proven effective by
ALBERT [281]. KD [135] remains the most popular solu-
tions. DistilBERT [282] uses a subset of the layers of the
teacher model to form the student for distillation. Tiny-
BERT [283] improves upon the vanilla logit-based distil-
lation method [135] by adding extra losses that align the
immediate states between the teacher and the student.
MobileBERT [284] introduces bottleneck layers to reduce
the dense layers’ parameters while keeping the projected
hidden states’ dimension unchanged, for convenient feature
map transfer and attention transfer. MiniLM [285] demon-
strates that it is effective to distill the dot products between
the attention queries, keys, and values, which do not impose
constraints on the hidden size or the number of layers of the
student. So far the distilled tiny models usually comes with
around 10M parameters, and it is unclear whether this size
can be further reduced without much performance loss.

5.1.2 Inference Acceleration
Some techniques for reducing the model size, for example
reducing the hidden sizes or the number of layers, can
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also bring the faster inference. Yet, as a foundation model
typically has tens of layers, an interesting question arises:
whether it is necessary to use all the layers during infer-
ence, since there may be simple samples or easy down-
stream tasks that do not necessitate using the full model.
PABEE [286] demonstrates that early exiting, i.e. dynamically
stopping inference once the intermediate predictions of the
internal classifier layers remain unchanged for a number of
steps, is indeed effective with BERT. However, it remains
unclear whether early exiting is equally applicable to gener-
ative models such as GPT-3 and text generation tasks.

5.1.3 Few-sample and Few-parameter Adaptation
The traditional method is to fine-tune a PTM on each target
downstream task’s samples. However, fine-tuning typically
involves updating almost all parameters of a foundation
model and is not effective enough in terms of sample
efficiency [287]. It can lead waste of storage and network
bandwidth since each fine-tuned model requires indepen-
dent resources. Moreover, an edge is typically a few-sample
learning environment, for example, only consisting of data
associated with one single mobile phone. We thus need
to seek a more efficient approach in place of fine-tuning
for few-sample and few-parameter adaptation. The recent
emergence of prompt-based learning [288] and instruction
tuning [287] represent promising directions. These recent
methods mine natural language templates for the down-
stream tasks and use the templates to form input sentences.
With a powerful generative language model, such templates
can guide the model to output the correct predictions for
the downstream tasks, where the model prediction is in the
form of natural language as well. These recent paradigms
require no parameter updating and can even achieve zero-
shot learning in some cases [287]. However, so far prompt-
based learning and instruction tuning focus mostly on large-
scale models, not the type of tiny models for edges.

5.2 Edge Graph Neural Networks

In recent years, Graph Neural Networks have achieved the
state-of-the-art on graph-structured data in various indus-
trial domains [289], including CV [290], [291], NLP [292],
[293], traffic [294], [295], recommender systems [296] and
chemistry [297]. It can learn high-level embedding from
node features and adjacent relationship, thus effectively deal

with graph-based tasks. The rapid growth of node feature
and their adjacent information drive the success of GNN,
but also pose challenges in integrating GNN into the edge-
cloud collaboration framework, like data isolation, memory
consuming, limited samples and generalizationetc. Recently,
some efforts have emerged to address the above problems
from aspects of FL, quantization and meta learning. In this
part, we briefly review these works.

5.2.1 Federated GNN
To collaborate the graph data distributed on different edges
to train a high-quality graph model, recent researchers have
made some progress in FL on GNN [298]–[311]. The key
idea of FL is to leave the data on the edges and train a
shared global model by uploading and aggregating the local
updates, i.e., model parameters, to a central server.

For example, Feddy [298] proposes a distributed and
secure framework to learn the object representations from
multi-device graph sequences in surveillance systems. AS-
FGNN [300] further proposes a separated-federated GNN
model, which decouples the training of GNN into two parts:
the message passing part that is done by clients separately,
and the loss computing part that is learnt by clients feder-
ally. FedGNN [302] applies the federated GNN to the task
of privacy-preserving recommendation. It can collectively
train GNN models from decentralized user data and mean-
while exploit high-order user-item interaction information
with privacy well protected. FedSage [311] studies a more
challenging yet realistic case where cross-subgraph edges
are totally missing, and designs a missing neighbor gen-
erator with the corresponding local and federated training
processes. FL-AGCNs [304] considers the NAS of GNN for
the FL scenarios with distributed and private data.

To alleviate the heterogeneity in graph data, some works,
e.g., FedCG [305] and GCFL [310], leverage clustering to re-
duce statistical heterogeneity by identifying homogeneous,
while FedGL [306] exploits the global self-supervision in-
formation. SpreadGNN [307] extends federated multi-task
learning to realistic serverless settings for GNNs, and uti-
lizes a novel optimization algorithm with a convergence
guarantee to solve decentralized multi-task learning prob-
lems. In addition to data, graphs can also exist as relation-
ships among clients. For example, CNFGNN [308] lever-
ages the underlying graph structure of decentralized data
by proposing a cross-node federated GNN. It bridges the
gap between modeling complex spatio-temporal data and
decentralized data processing by enabling GNN in FL.

5.2.2 Quantized GNN
To systematically reduce the GNN memory consumption,
GNN-tailored quantization that converts a full-precision
GNN to a quantized or binarized GNN can emerge as
a solution for resource-constrained edge devices [312]–
[316]. SGQuant [312] proposes a multi-granularity quan-
tization featured with component-wise, topology-aware,
and layer-wise quantization to intelligently compress the
GNN features while minimizing the accuracy drop. Degree-
Quant [313] performs quantization-aware training on
graphs, which results in INT8 models often performing as
well as their FP32 counterparts. BGN [314] learns binarized
parameters and enables GNNs to learn discrete embedding.
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Bi-GCN [316] binarizes both the network parameters and
the node attributes and can significantly reduce the memory
consumptions by 30x for both the network parameters and
node attributes, and accelerate the inference by about 47x.

5.2.3 GNN with Meta Learning
Recently, several meta learning methods to train GNNs
have been proposed to solve the limited samples prob-
lem [317]. Most of the existing works [318]–[323] adopt the
Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning algorithm [258]. Its outer
loop updates the shared parameter, whereas its inner loop
updates the task-specific parameter for the current task.
G-META [318] uses local subgraphs to transfer subgraph-
specific information and learn transferable knowledge faster
via meta gradients with only a handful of nodes or edges
in the new task. AMM-GNN [319] proposes a graph meta-
learning framework for attributed graphs, which leverages
an attribute-level attention mechanism to capture the dis-
tinct information of each task and thus learns more effective
transferable knowledge for meta-learning. MI-GNN [320]
studies the problem of inductive node classification across
graphs and proposes a meta-inductive framework to cus-
tomize the inductive model to each graph under a meta-
learning paradigm.

5.3 Edge-Cloud Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a special machine learning
manner by learning a policy through the interaction be-
tween agent and environment, which is close to the human
learning way. RL could provide special functionalities such
as train-and-error and long-term optimization which is often
neglected by traditional unsupervised and supervised learn-
ing methods [324]. In classical RL studies, it is generally as-
sumed that the agent is an edge device itself or governed by
a cloud-based policy [325]. On the other hand, an RL system
trained and interacted with the cloud-edge architecture has
only been discussed in a limited scope. Nevertheless, there
are some thorough investigations for some special domains,
which are summarized as follows.

5.3.1 Federated Reinforcement Learning
There are some works which investigate FL [326] within the
RL scope [327]–[331]. As summarized in [332], the idea of

FRL could be divided into two main categories: horizontal
FRL (HFRL) and vertical FRL (VFRL). Figure 7 illustrates the
general frameworks, including HFRL with the server-client
architecture, and VFRL with each edge-based environment
as a part of the global environment.

In HFRL, the mobile devices distribute geographically
but face similar tasks. The well-studied topic distributed RL
is close to HFRL, and HFRL can be viewed as a security-
enhanced distributed RL. For example, [328] studies the
non-i.i.d. issue of data by deliberately choosing reasonable
participating edges during model update. [329] proposes a
two-timescale (fast and slow) DQN framework and FL is
adopted in the fast timescale level and is trained in a dis-
tributed manner. [330] proposes an effective fault tolerance
framework given the existence of failed workers. In VFRL,
edge devices belong to the same group but their feature
spaces are different. VFRL is relatively less studied than
HFRL by so far; FedRL [327] is an example which builds a
shared value network and uses the Gaussian differential on
information shared by edges. Besides that, Multi-agent RL
shares a lot similarities with VFRL; yet VFRL requires mod-
eling on the partially observable Markov decision process
while MARL usually assume full observability of system.

There are also other FRL studies which do not belong to
either HFRL or VFRL. For example, [333] proposes Feder-
ated Reward Shaping in which reward shaping is employed
to share federated information of agents. The Multi-task FRL
(MT-FedRL) [334] achieves federation of policy gradient
RL between agents by smoothing average weight on the
agents’ parameters. Both works are built on the server-client
architecture.

5.3.2 RL-Assisted Optimization
There are also substantial studies which use RL as an aside
system in cooperation with mobile-cloud system, to deal
with optimization issues including online resource alloca-
tion [335], task scheduling [336], workload scheduling [337],
computation offloading [338]–[344], and service mitigation
[345]. Among these works, applications are implemented on
the Internet of Things [335], [336], [338], [341], 5G network
[340], telemonitoring [344], or vehicular terminals [343]. The
basic motivation is that those optimization problems are
generally NP-hard and easier to solve by DRL built on
MDP [341], [342]. The detailed RL methods applied in these
attempts include Q-Learning [337], [344], DQN [335], [338],
REINFORCE [336], DDPG [339], PPO [343], and meta-RL
[341]. Some key elements, such as storage space [342] or
context impact [344], might also be took into account and
are used to determined the computation stage of service .

6 FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND CONCLUSION

6.1 Challenges
Although Edge-Cloud collaborative learning is a promis-
ing paradigm to a broad real-world applications, there are
several challenges unsolved hindering its development. We
summarize the main concerns in the following.

6.1.1 Data
To our best knowledge, the edge-cloud collaboration open-
source datasets are very scarce, which limits the explore
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in the academic area. The only dataset8 is released for the
Mobile Edge Intelligence in recommendation. The reasons
for the real-world open-source datasets are two-fold. On one
hand, the fine-grained features on the edge side like the user
real-time in-app scrolling, are usually not transmitted to the
cloud due to the communication cost and the instant serving
bottleneck. That is to say, we cannot completely understand
the characteristics of data on the edge side by only training
the model on the current cloud-based datasets. On the
other hand, for the interactive scenarios like Luoxi [218], it
requires the specific data collection to guarantee the distri-
bution consistency between the training and the test. Simply
simulation on the cloud-based dataset by decomposition
cannot recover the real-world scenarios. Therefore, more
open-source benchmark datasets contributed to this area
will promote the research and industrial development.

6.1.2 Platform

The software platform is critical to explore the edge-cloud
collaboration, since it is expensive to construct a collabora-
tion environment and simulate the heterogeneous edges and
the communication noise. However, it is still in its vacancy
to build the well-established platforms that are friendly to a
range of algorithmic study. For example, in FL, we have to
handle the uncontrollable number of local models uploaded
from the edge devices in the real-world scenarios, which
may affect the convergence of the training [29]. Besides, a
systematic analysis on the model training, deployment and
evaluation are still lack, which is critical to measure the
methods. The current open platforms mainly considering
the algorithmic implementation like Luoxi9. In the future, it
will be quite useful to establish the fully functional platform
for the open comparison from both academia and industry.

6.2 Applications

6.2.1 Recommendation

Recommendation systems enable users to find and explore
information easily and become increasingly important in
a wide range of online applications such as e-commerce,
micro-video portals, and social media sites. Despite the huge
success, modern recommender systems still suffer from the
user-oriented bias/fairness issue [346], [347], privacy leak-
age [348], [349] and high-latency response [350]. For exam-
ple, centralized on-cloud training will be inevitably biased
towards some privileged users, such as active users, result-
ing in an enlarged performance gap or unfairness among
users. Embracing edge-cloud collaborative learning [217]
opens up possibilities to address these issues. Expressly,
edge training (cloud → edge) permits personalization that
is free from biased collaborative filtering. Edge models can
fully leverage edge features and provide low-latency ser-
vices, such as dynamic interest modeling, and re-rank. As a
counterpart, upon edge models, on-cloud training (edge →
cloud) benefits from privileged distillation without access to
sensitive user data, achieving both privacy protection and
full personalization.

8. https://tianchi.aliyun.com/dataset/dataDetail?dataId=109858
9. https://github.com/luoxi-model/luoxi models

6.2.2 Auto-driving
Essentially, a vehicle entirely controlled by machines with-
out any human input will possess the acclaimed banner of
being autonomous. Nowadays, an important aspect of self-
driving vehicles integrating with the cloud is the capability
of using the over-the-air electronic communications [351].
As well as various sensors for detecting the outside world,
the vehicle will be equipped with on-board computer pro-
cessors and electronic-oriented memory technology, and can
communicate with the cloud via a communication device
[352]. Besides data communication, edge-cloud collabora-
tive learning techniques will further enhance autonomous
driving on safety, functionality, and privacy [353]. Initially
trained on clouds, edge machine learning models (cloud
→ edge) can interpret real-time raw data, make decisions
based on the derived insights, and learn from the feedback
from real-time road conditions. Real-time model adaptation
is essential for safety and efficiency improvement, and acci-
dents and traffic congestion reduction. Raw data like driving
records might contain sensitive contents. Edge models can
hereby enhance the centralized training with privacy.

6.2.3 Games
Video games have soared as one of the most popular ways
to spend time. To ensure a seamless gaming experience,
existing games struggle to figure out the work division
of cloud computing and edge computing [354]–[356]. With
edge-cloud collaborative learning, we can leverage the ad-
vantages of both sides. On the edge side, we can do more
personalization and responsive actions that are sensitive to
latency. For example, in sandbox games where the game-
play element is to give players a great degree of creativity
and freedom on task completion and Non-Player-Character
interaction, personalized AI for the dialogue generation and
action-taking are an enticing element. Edge training permits
such personalization by taking player behaviors, decisions,
and preferences as input. Meanwhile, we can maintain the
interactive feedback of edges and the cloud during both
training and inference by transferring latent representations
or leaving highly intensive but latency-insensitive training
tasks for the cloud. Such a bidirectional collaboration brings
more creation and freedom to users, ensures a seamless user
experience, and opens up new possibilities for advanced
gaming systems, such as the Metaverse [357], [358].

6.2.4 IoT Security
Internet of Things security refers to the protection of edges
and networks from malicious attacks [359]. Most existing
IoT systems are vulnerable to attacks [360], where threats in
IoT include (but are not limited to) lack of proper data en-
cryption and malicious software. Currently, some promising
explorations [361], [362] have been developed for the secure
resource management in the blockchain networks, which is
an important future direction in the context of edge/cloud
computing. However, in a larger landscape, it still requires
more consideration about the safety trade-off in the edge-
cloud collaboration. On the one hand, collaborative learn-
ing transfers model parameters, latent representations, and
back-propagated gradients between edge-edge and edge-
cloud, avoiding the communication attack on transferred
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sensitive data. On the other hand, in bidirectional collabo-
ration, a trustable cloud model can identify malicious edges
and mitigate their negative effects, which can be computa-
tionally intensive and typically not affordable on edges.

6.3 Conclusion
The rapid development of computing power drives AI to
flourish, and evolve into three paradigms: cloud AI, edge
AI and edge-cloud collaborative AI. To comprehensively
understand the underlying polarization and collaboration of
various paradigms, we systematically review the advance-
ment of each direction and build a complete scope. Specially,
our survey covers a broad areas including CV, NLP and
web services powered by cloud computing, and simulta-
neously discusses the architecture design and compression
techniques that are critical to edge AI. More importantly,
we point out the potential collaboration types ranging from
privacy-primary collaboration such as federated learning to
efficient-primary collaboration for personalization. We re-
think some classical paradigms in the perspective of collabo-
ration that might be extended into edge-cloud collaboration.
Some ongoing advanced topics for edge-cloud collaboration
are also covered. Finally, we summarize the milestone prod-
ucts of cloud computing and edge computing in the recent
years, and present future challenges and applications.
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